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Partnerships Within and Beyond
Universities: Opportunities and Challenges
Commentary on “Conducting Interdisciplinary Research to Promote
Healthy and Safe Employment in Healthcare: Promises and Pitfalls”
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The Slatin, Galizzi, Mawn, and Melillo article calls attention to an important
trend emerging in universities: Faculty are increasingly being pressed to pursue
their research within interdisciplinary partnerships. Interdisciplinary topics
such as health disparities are being approached not from the isolated perspective of an economist or epidemiologist or health policy researcher, but by teams
that represent multiple disciplines and come together to integrate ideas, hypotheses, and methods. Calls for such integrative, bridging efforts are easy to
make, but as the Slatin et al. article shows, these efforts are surprisingly hard to
implement, and research teams are likely to encounter unexpected challenges
to their continuation. If integrative approaches are to prosper, we must find
ways to address these challenges—especially since these approaches question
some of the fundamental ways that universities go about their business of
creating knowledge.
The recent emphasis on building community-university partnerships runs
parallel to the interdisciplinary research efforts described by Slatin et al., and
poses some of the same challenges. There are three reasons that communityuniversity partnerships provide an instructive backdrop. First, they represent a
response to a similar push to address the problem of isolation in the ways
universities create knowledge, but in this case they seek to close the distance
between universities and communities. The problems described in Slatin et al.
are not unfamiliar to those involved in community-university research partnerships. Yet by looking at interdisciplinary partnerships through the lens of
community partnerships, we see how many views academics share, despite their
disciplinary differences. The integrative tasks, despite their size, may be surmountable. Second, community-university partnerships, like interdisciplinary
partnerships, are in their early stages. Most work on partnerships has only
begun in the last few years. Many of the criticisms of this approach (objections
generated by people who are in partnerships as well as those who observe them
from afar) reflect responses to these early efforts and the difficulties encountered in formative stages. As we shall see, in both cases conceptual work needs
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to be done to identify those problems that are integral
to partnership approaches vs. those that merely reflect
early-stage problems in need of innovative solutions.
Third, both types of partnerships raise questions about
the kinds of changes that may be needed in universities if they are to support the integrative activities
increasingly required to advance the understanding of
complex, multifaceted problems.
THE CALL FOR COMMUNITYUNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
Just as faculty are being encouraged to involve themselves in interdisciplinary teams, they are also increasingly being asked to partner with community groups
so that more appropriate solutions to problems such
as health disparities can be achieved.1,2 Many federal
agencies are beginning to promote such partnerships,
with the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS), the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), and the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), for example, each directing resources toward establishing
and maintaining such partnerships.3–5 Improving health
outcomes has been a prominent focus in these collaborations, although the topic of health is by no means
the only area where collaborations are being promoted.
Indeed, a recent study of how land grant universities
can better contribute to knowledge development called
for all disciplines to build research partnerships with
communities.6
The current outpouring of work by communityuniversity partnerships has created a period of important exploration and innovation. This has taken many
forms. Around the country, environmental justice partnerships have brought together underserved communities, health providers, and environmental scientists
to determine if they can more effectively address environmental health problems.7 Attempts are being made
to increase the numbers of such partnerships. For
example, a recent NIEHS-sponsored conference on
community-based participatory research called for
national foundations and other branches of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to promote universitycommunity research partnerships.8 The University of
Michigan’s partnerships in the Detroit CommunityAcademic Urban Research Center and Urban Center
for Children’s Environmental Health have carried out
groundbreaking work, exploring the challenges as well
as the opportunities in bringing communities and
universities together.9–11 National organizations such
as Community-Campus Partnerships for Health have

emerged to encourage fledgling approaches to partnership.12 Web-based guides to community-university
partnerships, such as the University of Kansas’ Community Tool Box web site, have been created to meet
the growing need for information on how to build
these partnerships.13 And significant new publications
mark the emerging maturity of this work. These publications include special issues of the journals Environmental Health Perspectives ,7 Journal of Social Issues,14 and
Health Education and Behavior,15 as well as a new edited
volume on community-based participatory research
offering recommendations for strengthening partnerships.16 These partnerships have become common
enough that the many ethical issues they can raise are
coming into sharper focus, as indicated by the National
Conference on Dialogues for Improving Research
Ethics in Environmental and Public Health, a 2003
conference intended to help develop Institutional
Review Board guidelines for these innovative forms of
partnerships.17
At the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML),
we have been involved in many forms of communityuniversity partnership.18,19 With NIEHS funding, we
developed the Southeast Asian Environmental Justice
Partnership and the New Ventures Partnership, both
bringing new immigrants, researchers, and health care
providers together to address environmental health
concerns in contaminated communities. With funding from HUD, we created the Community Outreach
Partnership Center, through which university faculty
have engaged in research and action projects with
community leaders. A new interdisciplinary department was formed as a result of this partnership work.
Partnerships have also been developed to support new
strategies for addressing Cambodian health (the CDCfunded Cambodian Health 2010 program), healthy
homes (HUD-funded Culturally Diverse Healthy
Homes), urban environmental health education (Environmental Protection Agency-funded “Just In Time”
Environmental Decision Making Cable Television
Show), and economic development (Shared Harvest).
Most of these initiatives have brought the university
into collaboration with immigrant and refugee communities in which people from agrarian countries settle
in one of the most highly industrialized parts of the
U.S. where there is also a long legacy of industrial
contamination. Partners include leaders from Africa,
Brazil, Cambodia, and many Caribbean countries. Involved faculty represent a wide range of university
departments, including engineering, English, history,
management, nursing, nutrition, physical therapy, psychology, regional economic and social development,
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and work environment. We have encountered all of
the difficulties of disciplinary misunderstandings, with
the added challenges of cross-cultural barriers that
arise when people from different countries and backgrounds attempt to work and engage in research and
action together. We have written in detail about these
experiences.20–23
SHARED CONCERNS ABOUT
BOTH TYPES OF PARTNERSHIPS
Concerns that interdisciplinary partnerships will eventually run out of steam because they cut against the
institutional “grain” of universities are finding similar
expression among those involved in communityuniversity partnerships. Those who engage in communityuniversity partnerships increasingly worry that such
efforts will simply disappear because they are difficult
and face so many barriers to sustainability. The overarching fear is that there will be a reversion back to
the familiar: the single-discipline, single-investigator
approach carried out within the confines of the university, published in academic journals, and rarely
reaching partners outside the ivory tower.
These partnerships often challenge disciplinary assumptions. Basically, as researchers we are trained to
engage in what the philosopher of science Thomas
Kuhn defined as “normal science.”24 Normal science
allows us to proceed along a research path without
challenging the underlying assumptions of our discipline. We are able to advance along fairly narrow lines,
building incrementally, steadily, and in predictable ways
on the work of others in our discipline. Others can
then readily assess the extent to which we have been
creative in solving the problems regarded as worthy of
attention in our discipline. Academic journals expect
the outcomes of normal science and have systems in
place to evaluate their significance. Slatin et al. point
to the many ways that interdisciplinary work makes us
confront—in sometimes disquieting ways—our disciplinary assumptions. Normal science carried out without examining underlying assumptions is no longer
possible. From the PHASE In Healthcare Research
Team’s experience, we see the many ways that team
members must constantly articulate and clarify their
research assumptions. Consider, for example, their
extensive efforts to develop shared protocols for carrying out research programs. And make no mistake: It is
not simply the additional work that can make this
exercise troubling. It is the fact that assumptions can
no longer be taken for granted.
This need to examine assumptions is also central to
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community-university partnerships. In these partnerships, participants may not share core assumptions
about such issues as whether the ultimate goal is publication or action, or where the ownership of data
ought to reside (with participants? with the research
team?). And participants may not share assumptions
about whether the goal is to do something about a
problem or to understand that problem. The language
used by community vs. university participants may also
be radically different, with community members relying heavily on metaphors to communicate needs and
worries,25 and with researchers having forgotten the
extent to which their language also depends on
nonexplicit, metaphorical usage.26
ADDRESSING CONCERNS
ABOUT PARTNERSHIPS
How then do we get from here (today’s struggling
interdisciplinary, community partnerships) to there
(tomorrow’s smoothly functioning partnerships that
are capable of providing integrated solutions to health
problems)? How do we continue this work of interdisciplinary research and of community-university partnerships and gain recognition for the value such approaches can add to the research enterprise?
The most basic issue we should remember is why
the partnership approach was called for in the first
place. Partnerships are being undertaken because
something was not working with earlier models. While
participants in research partnerships have begun to
focus on how difficult this change is, we shouldn’t
forget why there was and continues to be a need for
change. The many reasons for focusing on communityuniversity partnerships and interdisciplinary teams remain compelling. Complexity in the problems was
being missed. Past approaches did not adequately link
problem analysis to action. Disciplines were coming
together too late, often after their incompatible approaches were already well established. Findings from
individual research projects were not easily mined for
policy implications. An “end of the tailpipe” approach
to involving communities predominated, with communities being informed only after research results
were obtained. (One Native American tribe, for example, learned about the extensiveness of breast milk
contamination among tribal members only well after
the studies were completed and made available to the
public through publications.27) Individual studies were
seen as increasingly irrelevant to the very problems
they were intended to address. Interdisciplinary, community partnership work remains valuable because of
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its continued potential to tackle the complex problems that have been resistant to existing approaches.
NEXT STEP: ARTICULATING THE OBJECTIONS
AND EVALUATING THEIR IMPLICATIONS
If these approaches are to prosper, we need to understand the form that objections to these early partnerships take. These objections will tell us something about
the lines along which improvements need to be made.
Even more importantly, they will force us to clarify
how partnership approaches can add value and depth
to the research enterprise. The discussions stimulated
by the PHASE In Healthcare Research Team experience are key to adapting the partnership process to
address complex problems such as those underlying
health disparities.
Consider, for example, four interrelated objections
now being raised against both types of partnerships in
their early stages: (1) they will take too long to achieve
results; (2 ) they will fail to lead to good science; instead, the research is watered down because of the
need to find common ground within partnerships;
(3) the amount of time taken up in process versus
science will be wildly disproportionate; and (4) the
other party in the partnerships (e.g., a community
member or someone from a discipline other than
one’s own) will typically be so naïve about one’s research practices that little is ultimately achieved because too much time is inevitably taken up explaining
the most basic assumptions of one’s craft.
In many ways, these objections speak more to what
is new and difficult about partnerships than to that
which has been shown not to work. If these are treated
as hypotheses rather than objections, they direct our
attention to those issues in need of further study. How
do we assess whether these approaches take longer?
Longer than what? Longer than single-discipline studies? Longer than research that builds a broad constituency or leads to policy change? These objections, if
restated in the form of hypotheses, suggest directions
for the study of assumptions, comparisons, and context.
Consider, for example, the point about naïvete that
is raised in some objections. To perhaps a surprising
degree, partners see team members outside their discipline as lacking in expertise. Community members
see researchers making naïve assumptions about community characteristics. Researchers see the assumptions that community members make about research
design as also naïve. Scholars in one discipline perceive scholars in a different discipline as failing to
understand the nuances of survey design or qualitative research. A pure form of a study does not result.

What’s missing in this analysis is the recognition
that researchers from the different disciplines are not
working on different problems; they are working on
the same problem. Therefore, we must discover methods of rapprochement.
A large body of work has now been generated investigating what happens at the edges of disciplines when
researchers in different disciplines work together to
understand an issue or problem that they both
claim.28,29 The almost oxymoronic term “positive marginality” has even been coined to describe the phenomenon that the most truly interesting hypotheses
and novel work often takes place at the margins of
disciplines—where they share contested intellectual
space with other disciplines.30–32 What has frequently
been missing in the past is a way to systematize these
relations and discussions. Partnerships represent one
means of bringing coherence to these relations.
Note that the objections to interdisciplinary, community partnership also reflect what has been seen as
valuable about partnerships. Partnerships “front load”
much of the work that otherwise has been invisible or
has taken place only after a research project has been
completed. In partnerships, data are less likely to be
gathered in the faint hope that somehow the information will turn out to be useful to someone. In interdisciplinary research efforts, participants don’t assume
that disciplines will agree on the best methods for
answering a research question; some effort is given to
finding out if this is indeed the case before the research is undertaken. And, before any data are gathered, partners are likely to consider the different ways
that various disciplines would frame a problem.
CONCLUSION
This response began with the question of what role
universities can and should take in supporting these
partnerships efforts. The Slatin et al. article outlines a
number of ways that UML has supported this work,
but it also points out ways that the support falls short
of what might be needed to fully institutionalize such
practices. The sustainability of these new efforts seems
to depend on the degree to which they are institutionalized. I have argued elsewhere that universities
should find ways to support partnerships, not so much
because they are meritorious in themselves, but rather
because they are particularly well suited to achieving
the mission-related goals that many public universities
are setting for themselves.25 State legislators, boards of
trustees, and taxpayers are increasingly impatient with
internecine, disciplinary wars and with research that
provides little apparent benefit to the broader com-
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munity. The benefits that can come from smoothly
integrated partnerships will likely be felt outside the
ivory walls as well as inside.
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